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BARRY SCHWABSKY

CORA COHEN: ONE ART

In the course of a recent studio visit I asked Cora Cohen – wondered aloud, 

really, more than asked – a question that would not arise in the presence  

of most painters’ work. “I want to say that you are the master of something, 

but just what is it you are the master of?” Disputatious, not humble, she 

disavowed the mastery of anything. “But if I were to one day walk into this 

studio and try to make a painting,” I who have never made one in my life, 

“my lack of mastery would manifest itself on a very different level than 

yours!” I argued. There are levels of achievement in the loss or avoidance 

or renunciation of mastery as much as in its attainment. I would go further 

and assert that, dialectically, such a loss or avoidance or renunciation  

may function, at least in the present, as a more valid sort of mastery than 

the more straightforward kind.

This was always the great undercurrent of modernism, yet one that 

modernism itself seemed always keen to disavow. “So many things seem 

filled with the intent to be lost,” as Elizabeth Bishop wrote, “that their  

loss is no disaster.” So, in painting, local color went missing and was not 

much missed, the clear outlines of things went blurry and yet vision did  

not falter, the human figure itself took a holiday and yet the work went  

on ... all these hitherto unimaginable losses piled up and still the art of 

painting had capital to spare. This was the history that led to abstraction, 

and just when it might have seemed that abstraction as a principle was  

all that was left, some artists found that, to go on, abstraction had to be  

lost as well.

The abstract painter seeks to be master of nothing, but no one wants to  

live with that loss. Malevich reduced painting not only to the simplest, 

most-nearly-absent image, the square, but perhaps more significantly to  

the bluntest and most straightforward of techniques. Yet still we read  

in books of “the triumphant touches of Malevich’s brush,” of strokes that 

“gain mastery over technique into form.” Pollock had to stare at his 

creation and ask, “Is this a painting?” but now it is more comforting to  

see what fine control he could exercise over his thrown and splattered 

paint. Cy Twombly attains a schoolboy’s scrawl – what an adult can never 

achieve by imitation (the true guide to mastery), only a through strange  

sort of self-forgetting – but we would rather be reminded of his profound 

classical culture.

And we are not wrong. Yet for a true appreciation of what is crucial to art,  

our willful forgetting of how much had to be lost to create it may be the  

most damaging dispossession of all. So too with Cohen’s paintings. My 

desire to praise her mastery was not inappropriate but her consciousness  

of how much potential mastery she’d had to renounce was still truer.  

One of her recent paintings is called Things Belong to Her and She Belongs 

to Other Things. I assume it’s a quotation from some literary source but  

I’m not particularly interested in knowing anything about the sentence’s 

former context. Here, now, attached to this painting, it articulates how  

the painting has been made in part through a sense of control but also 

through a sense of being controlled. Probably the artist would shudder at 

the melodrama implicit in using a word that is no more than a synonym  

for belonging to other things, namely, being possessed. One can see Cohen 

telling herself what to do as she urges the painting into being step by step, 

layer by layer, but equally one sees that she need not always listen. “Rules 

and cheating are conceptually of equal importance for the poet,” as Jack 

Spicer once noted, and the same is true for the painter. The problem with 

painting is that anything one sees on a bounded surface can be seen as  

an image; an image can be mastered but if what counts in the painting is 

something other than the image, that it can carry then the painting’s 

image-aspect is always going to be as much an impediment to the reception 

of this other content as it is a vehicle for that. One can look at Things 

Belong to Her ... and find surprising amounts of image-content in it – think  

of veins in the surface of the cut face of a stone or similar phenomena in 

nature that manifest the contingent interactions of heterogeneous 

materials and forces. And why not? The painting is that: acrylic, charcoal, 

Things Belong to Her and She Belongs  

to Other Things, 2004, acrylic, charcoal,  

copper, pastel, oil pastel, and pigment on muslin, 

117 x 122 cm 



3736 Curtain 4, 2012/13, acrylic, Flashe, pigment on linen, 91,5 x 66 cm 01/13, 2013, marker, pastel, pencil, watercolor on paper, 55,8 x 75,5 cm


